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ZEUS invites you to the event

DESIGN UNIQUENESS
Fuorisalone 2022 
June 6th – 12th

Design returns to the spotlight in this Milanese spring, with the 60th edition of the 

Salone del Mobile which is ready to pervade the entire city of Milan. ZEUS, one of the 

main organizers of the Fuorisalone since its beginning, will join the event with a topic 

that reflects the actual time: DESIGN UNIQUENESS.

The need to build an eco-friendly design, avoiding waste by creating a process of 

synthesis between the used materials, is one of the key principles of Maurizio 

Peregalli, ZEUS main designer and art director. 

Hand-made artistic finishes, deliberately irregular and therefore unpredictable, 

treatments on materials aimed at bringing out their nature: this is what design 

uniqueness means for ZEUS. Unique pieces of absolute quality, internally produced by 

Italian artisans even in quantity and suitable for both contract and for our homes, a 

place that in the last period has been revalued as never before.

From June 6th to 12th by visiting ZEUS Design Store, the historic Blue Garage in Corso 

San Gottardo, you will personally see how the brand has maintained its core, from the 

first collection in 1984 to the novelties presented this year.

DESIGN UNIQUENESS will be the presentation of ZEUS novelties 2022 design 

Maurizio Peregalli: TONDELLA chair, a seating with an industrial spirit, produced partly 

with reused materials - a new table made of corten steel - the new SLIM IRONY TV 

console - further additional solutions of EASY IRONY bookcase. It will also be the 

opportunity to rediscover products presented last Fuorisalone, now refined in their 

design: above all, ISOTTA sideboard and AUGUSTIN table, emblems of elegance and 

attention to detail, that have always distinguished the entire ZEUS collection.

https://www.zeusnoto.com/


ZEUS Design Store will host as usual

Selected brands that share the search for a synthesis between modernity and
tradition, for the quality of presented products.

decorative lighting

passion made carpets

uncommon things

high design craftmanship

hand-woven Neoprene

design since 1984

ZEUS Design Store
Corso San Gottardo 21/9

Milan
+39 02 89401198

zeus@zeusnoto.com
www.zeusnoto.com

SAVE THE DATE
June 6th - 12th 2022

from 10 am to 22 pm non stop
cocktail every day

Follow ZEUS
Instagram: zeus_milano

Facebook: zeusnoto
Pinterest: zeusnoto

https://www.zeusnoto.com/
https://www.vartian-carpets.com/
https://www.handsondesign.it/
https://neodesignstore.com/
https://dixheuresdix.com/
https://www.covo.it/

